November 12, 1982

You Are Cordially Invited to Attend Our
THIRD ANNUAL CHAMPAGNE PARTY on Saturday,
December 4, 1982

Aloha!
We will hold our Third Annual Champagne Party on December 4th at
1:00 P.M. and we would like you to join the festivities in Waimea .
The highlight of this year•s party will be one of The Hawaiian
Mint's most significant events ever . . . the minting of our new
Gold Centennial Crown and Silver Centennial Dala.
A Special Ceremony will be held to mark the First
Day of Issue of these historic coins. Each coin
will be proof-minted and struck with a special
hallmark showing the date 11 December 4, 1982."
These coins commemorate the lOOth Anniversary of the minting of the
only authentic coinage of the Kingdom of Hawaii ever to circul ate
as l egal tender . The coins were authorized in 1883 by King Kalakaua .
The King commissioned the renowned coin designer, Charles Barber,
to create the dies .
The Hawaiian Mint has meticulously reproduced
these dies using the Revolutionary EDM Process.
All Gold Centennial Crowns and Silver Centennial
Dalas will be proof-minted from these dies and
the Special First Day of Issue Hallmark will make
these already significant coins even more rare and
unique .
After the First Day" of Issue minting is completed, the hallmark will be
destroyed to ensure that no more coins will ever bear this distinctive
mi nt mark. Because only a relatively few Crowns and Dalas will bear
the First Day of Issue Hallmark, it is likely that their value may
increase faster than those coins without the hallmark.

To obtain these specially hallmarked coins, ~
must use the enclosed Special Reservation Form to
reserve your coins in advance . The Hawaiian Mint
will put your coins aside and hallmark them on
December 4, 1982. Only Reserved coins will be
hallmarked.
Because we wish to strictly limit this issue of hallmarked coins, we
must impose a limit on the number of coins you may order .
The Hawaiian Mint will accept orders up to five (5)
Gold Centennial Crowns and up to ten (10) Silver
Centennial Dalas per customer. These limits will
ensure the scarcity of hallmarked coins and should
protect their value as an investment during the
years ahead.
These coins are not made of plated base metal. Each Gold Centennial
Crown contains one ounce of .999 Fine Gold and each Silver Centennial
Dala contains one ounce of .999 Fine Silver, which is certified by
The Hawaiian Mint.
We hope you will accept our invitation to join us during this historic
event at Hawaii's first and only mint and that you will allow us to
hallmark a Gold Centennial Crown or a Silver Centennial Dala for you.
Sincerely,

~~~~~/~_
Director, The Hawaiian Mint
P.S. This offer expires on December 3, 1982. Please return your
Special Reservation Form now to ensure that we will be able
to produce these unique coins for you .

